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Advised a multinational platform that processes payments for e-commerce companies and
issues open loop and closed loop e-wallets, which is ranked #1 among the 11 biggest Fintech
companies in the USA, for the compliance of its regulatory obligations, as a card payment
processor (agregador) with the Bank of Mexico and CNBV.



Advised the largest card payment processor (agregador) in Mexico by number of transactions
(for companies such as Spotify, Uber and Airbnb), from Netherlands, in connection with its
regulatory compliance and contractual matters in Mexico.



Advised the largest global merchant acquirer, in connection with transactional aspects of their
card payment processing activities in Mexico.



Advised a Mexican challenger bank in connection with the acquisition of a majority interest
in a regulated Popular Financial Institution (SOFIPO).



Advised a French Fintech on the preparation and filing of its e-wallet application with the
CNBV, to them to continue to operate as an electronic payment funds institution in Mexico.



Advised a Silicon Valley Fintech on the preparation of its e-wallet Application filed with
CNBV, as well as on the implementation of its e-wallet platform in Mexico, including its
negotiations with its potential banking partners.



Advised a global comparison platform, from New Zealand, on the legal and regulatory
registration requirements for its escalation in Mexico, as a third specialized information
technology entity with an application programming interface.



Advised a Mexican Fintech that grants online financing to the general public, in connection
with the regulatory provisions applicable to the development of a new online credit product,
which uses credit cards as means for disbursements.



Advised several financial institutions (banks, private investment funds, pension funds, among
others), to structure, negotiate and close credit transactions.



Advised several payment processing aggregators regarding their regulatory compliance
requirements, as well as to negotiate on their behalf payment processing services agreements
with acquiring banks.



Advised several financial institutions regarding review, update and adjustments to their antimoney laundering internal policies and compliance with their related reporting obligations.



Advised the Payment Processors Association in Mexico (Asociacion de Agregadores de
Medios de Pago, A.C.) in connection with the implementation of its regulatory compliance
controls and new regulation applicable to payment aggregators.
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